
WELCOME BACK!



Digital Culture, Part 2:

VIRTUAL SPACE



DIGITAL IMAGE
Refresh first:









Get Inspired. 
Do great work. 

Sell it.
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C  URATE 
Organise your inspiration. 
Actively consume information.



C  URATE 

WHY           ? 

Organise your inspiration. 
Actively consume information.

do I like this



 
C  REATE 

Creativity is not talent, but 
a skill that should be practiced.



CONVERGENT THINKING
Decisions

Goal



DIVERGENT THINKING

Stimulus

Possibilities



CREATIVITY =
DIVERGENT
- explore possibilities 
- generate lots of ideas

CONVERGENT
- make decisions 
- filter best ideas



COMMUNICATE

- Share your process 
- Collaborate 
- Sell your work
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DIGITAL IMAGE
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VIRTUAL SPACE



… but first:



THINGS YOU ALL 
MUST KNOW



RASTER vs VECTOR
Remember this?



RASTER vs VECTOR







Pixel



Pixel
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Pixel

3650px

27
40

px

3650x2740 = 10,001,000 = 10 Megapixels



RED = 
GREEN = 
BLUE = 

154 
122 
63

RED = 
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24



lower quality = smaller file size higher quality =  bigger file size

20 x 15 pixels 40 x 30 pixels



RESOLUTION 
NUMBER OF PIXELS/INCH

printed, 
or on screen



fine print, 
lots of details, 
sharp graphics  
and text:

300 DPI

general purpose 
reading, photos, mid 
detail

150 DPI

far away viewing, 
large scale billboards

15 DPI



RESOLUTION 
HOW TO CALCULATE 

IMAGE SIZE IN PIXELS?
depending on the print size we need



42cm

18cm

150 DPI



42cm

18cm

150 DPI
1inch = 2.54cm

150 dots per inch 
= 
60 dots per cm 

* dot = pixel



42cm

18cm

150 DPI
1inch = 2.54cm

150 dots per inch 
= 
60 dots per cm 

Image width: 
42 x 60 = 2520 pixels 

Image height: 
18 x 60 = 1080 pixels 

(2520px)

(1080px)



RASTER vs VECTOR





red rectangle 
at x=101.4, y = 90.8

vector format stores information about each point of each of our shape:



red rectangle 
at x=101.4, y = 90.8
of size: 
width = 288, 
height = 180



<rect x="101.4" y="90.8" class="st0" width="288.2" height="179.8"/> 

<circle class="st1" cx="419.8" cy="308.9" r="88.7"/> 

<polygon class="st2" points="410.6,491.6 558.5,379.8 471.1,149.6 

680.4,46.2 561.9,295 737.5,381.5 629.1,565.6 "/>
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VECTORS 
WHAT ARE THEY 

GOOD FOR?



NO RESOLUTION







no matter how much we zoom in (or how big we print them) 
vector drawings are always super-sharp.



for comparison, raster images (such as photos)



the more we zoom in the raster photos (or the bigger we print them)…



the more we zoom in the raster photos (or the bigger we print them) 
we start losing sharpness and see pixels



RASTER vs VECTOR 
WHEN TO USE WHAT?



RASTER IMAGES VECTOR IMAGES
Used for photos and 
photo-like effects. 
Can’t be enlarged. 
Large file size.

Used for drawings and text. 
Can be enlarged without 
loss of quality. 
Small text size. 



.jpg : 
compression with quality loss 

.png, .gif, .bmp, .tiff: 
lossless compression

.ai, .dwg, .dxf, .svg

RASTER FORMATS VECTOR FORMATS



WORKFLOW

Photoshop: 
Photos, renderings

AutoCAD: 
Drawings

Rhino: 
3D model, renderings

Illustrator: 
Final composition

.dwg, .dxf

.pdf, .eps .tiff, .jpg

.jpg
.pdf



MORE  
THINGS YOU ALL 

MUST KNOW



WHY           ? do I like this



COMPOSITION:
Aesthetic arrangement of 
visual elements. 



Balance 
Hierarchy

Point 
Line 
Shape 
Form 
Space

Value 
Color 
Texture

Continuance 
Closure 
Movement 
Depth 

Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity

ELEMENTS PROPERTIES

PRINCIPLES EFFECTS



balance : symmetry



balance : asymmetry



balance : asymmetry



balance : asymmetry ?



lines: real ones



lines: implied



lines: implied (perspective + focus)



lines: line of sight



lines: implied = action, dynamic



continuance : eye follows paths and movement



closure : eye tends to fill in the missing parts



balance : asymmetry ?



due to continuance and closure, invisible lines greatly affect composition.



use them to bring ‘invisible’ order to your visuals.



order that you can occasionally BREAK in order to emphasise the message.



VISUAL 
COMPOSITION
image, space

text & symbols

+  
MEANING

=  
MESSAGE

GRAPHIC 
DESIGN =

final purpose, use







Visual elements 
provide a shortcut 

to our mind.





As an architect, 
graphic design will be 
your primary mean of communication.

As an architect, 
graphic design will be 
your primary mean of communication.



STORIES



STORIES
Final product of architecture 
are human activities that take 
place in spaces we design. 
Stories about these activities  
help us both design better 
buildings and sell our work. 



USERS CLIENT
Office workers, 
teachers & students…

Real-estate developer, 
government agency…



USERS CLIENT
Office workers, 
teachers & students…

Real-estate developer, 
government agency…

design 
an adequate building 
(or environment) 

sell  
sell the project by explaining 
the user needs and your solution



EMPATHY

USERS CLIENT
Office workers, 
teachers & students…

Real-estate developer, 
government agency…

design 
an adequate building 
(or environment) 

sell  
sell the project by explaining 
the user needs and your solution

= putting ourselves in the position of:

ARCHITECTURE



WHAT IS A GOOD IMAGE?



A GOOD IMAGE 
IS THE ONE THAT 

SERVES IT PURPOSE.



A GOOD IMAGE 
IN ARCHITECTURE 

IS THE ONE THAT EXPLAINS 
WHAT THE PROJECT MEANS  
TO ITS TARGET AUDIENCE



ARCHITECTURAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY

ARCHITECTURAL 
RENDERING

Building is finished, and image is made for 
other architects, designers and 
photographers.

Building needs to get approved by developer, 
government officials or general public.  
“How will this new building fit 
into my life / profits / re-election campaign?”

Difference is in the purpose.



GOOD 
IMAGE 

GOOD 
BUILDING 

Good image of a poor building. Poor image of a poor building.



WHAT? 

TO WHOM? 

WHY?

are the important aspects of the project 

is the image intended for? 

what I want to accomplish with it?



DIGITAL IMAGE

Visual Composition



DIGITAL IMAGE

Visual Composition Graphic Design



DIGITAL IMAGE

Visual Composition Graphic Design Stories


